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ABSTRACT 

The paper outlines the relevance of Jacques Bertin’s Graphic Semiology and its contribution to tactile 

cartography, as developed at the Geography Department, University of São Paulo in Brazil, during 26 

years of research and teaching. After making an overview of these initiatives, it is emphasized the results 

achieved with the theoretical and applied studies on mapping for users with visual impairment. A tactual 

graphic language was developed and tested with children and school teachers, having Bertin’s work as its 

basis. It was also proposed a set of activities to introduce graphic and cartographic concepts, as a 

preparation to map use and guidelines to tactile map production. It is suggested more research on special 

needs and multisensory cartography in a way to reach everyone. There is the need of further studies to 

apply Graphic Semiology in different areas, to a wide group of users, mainly using new digital 

technologies and Internet. 

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES 
The first study based on Graphic Semiology, as proposed by Jacques Bertin (1967, 1977), was done by the 

author between 1982 and 1987 (Vasconcellos, 1988). It had as main goal, the graphic treatment of 

information and mapping applied to climatic comfort in the State of São Paulo, Brazil. This study used 

graphic semiology in all phases, from data collection, organization and treatment (matrix analysis) until 

the communication of its results through a synthesis map with the comfort zones, having the legend as a 

matrix with 936 entrances based on locations and attributes, grouped in 5 classes which were used to 

classify the state of São Paulo in different comfort zones, as seen in Figure 1. The method allows the 

reader to know the criteria used and to follow all the steps before reaching the final map. The application 

of Bertin’s proposal to the area of climatology showed the potential of these methods to research and 

teaching in geography and cartography, as well as in education, as shown by Gimeno (1980). 
                    

          



                 

Figure 1 - Comfort  zones map and legend with Bertin's interpretation matrix, 
                  State of São Paulo (Vasconcellos, 1988). 
Since 1984, as faculty member at Geography Department, several courses on introduction and thematic 

cartography were given to students, also workshops introducing the graphic and cartographic language. 

During those academic events, an effort in disseminating Bertin’s ideas were made both at the university 

and outside with experiences directed to schools, teachers and children. 

The most important achievement was the application of Bertin’s graphic semiology to tactile cartography, 

which started in 1988 by the author and continued until nowadays. At the time, it was a new research field 

at the University of São Paulo and in Brazil, as well. The paper main goal is to summarize these outcomes, 

review the results and indicate future possibilities. 

APPROACH AND METHODS 

The study concentrated attention on two areas: 1.Tactile graphic design and production - analysis, 

construction and tests of various techniques and cartographic products; 2.Tactile graphics use – evaluation 

of the communication process and development of training programs for teachers and visually impaired 

students. An extensive bibliography was organized (Vasconcellos, 1991, 1992, 1993) and a theoretical 

framework proposed to discuss tactile mapping in the field of cartography (Figure 2 – perspectives and 

dimensions in cartography), as presented in previous publications of the author (Vasconcellos, 1993a, 

1995, 1996). 

In this framework, cartography is seen at the center, as a communication process. This issue was 

extensively studied by cartographers all over the world for decades. In the author’s framework, the idea is 

to adapt and highlight what is relevant to tactile mapping, in terms of cartographic dimensions and 

perspectives, including in communication, as summarize below. The variables in green color (Figure 2) are 

the most relevant ones for tactile map production and use, of course they vary, depending on map 

purposes, reproduction techniques, user special needs, etc. Other perspectives and dimensions, such as art 

and precision, may have secondary roles in the process of tactile map design and use. Also the nature and 

degree of visual impairment might have a considerable influence in mapping making decisions. The 

research done with children showed that low vision users might have problems in using maps, usually 

there are greater difficulties than with the blind users who can take advantage of their tactual sense, can 

read Braille and concentrate more in the tasks. 



 
Figure 2 – theoretical framework for tactile cartography (Vasconcellos 1995) 

In Figure 3, the scenario for tactile map production and use is presented in several steps which are 

interrelated and depend primarily on a few determinant factors. These factors are different from the view 

point of map makers and users. Earlier models of cartographic communication models were based on two 

separate spheres, one of the map maker and the other of the map user. It must be stressed that in case of 

maps in tactual format, both users and makers must have an active role, although the nature of that role is 

diverse (Vasconcellos, 1996 p.96). Many cartographers in several countries have contributed to the area of 

tactile mapping, such as Wiedel (1972, 1983), Edman (1992). Cartographers or other map makers working 

with tactile cartography must be aware that tactile map design phase (data nature analysis, reduction and 

generalization, choice of graphic language) is absolutely vital to achieve a good map directed to people 

with any visual impairment. That is the reason why Graphic Semiology has such an important contribution 

to tactile cartography. 



 
Figure 3 – The scenario of tactile map production and use as a communication model     

                    (Vasconcellos 1994, 1995) 
The main objective of the research presented in this paper was to developed a tactual graphic and 

cartographic language directed to tactile mapping. To accomplish this goal, graphic semiology as 

presented by J.Bertin were applied. The visual variables proposed in his work (1967) were translated to a 

tactual format, in order to be accessible to no visual users. (Figure 4 - Visual variables adapted to tactile 

format). 



 
        Figure 4 – Bertin’s graphic variables adapted to tactile format, adding elevation 

                           (Vasconcellos, 1991, 1993) 
Visual variables can be seen by touch if one uses elevation and makes the necessary adaptation to allow 

tactual perception or limited vision. The use of textures, either showing order or differentiation of data is 

strongly advisable. The signs in point, line and area modes are used for the first exercise to introduce 

cartography to children and to prepare school teachers to deal with graphic and cartographic language. 

Games and other attractive teaching materials, besides maps and graphics, in different scales, were 

constructed and evaluated. Bellow is the description of the different steps composing the program 

delineated to prepare children to be map makers and users. 

This methodology was used, at first, to introduce graphic representations and basic geographical concepts, 

e.g. plan view, scale, distance, location and orientation, to low vision and blind students. 



 

 
Figure 5 - Examples of tactile materials produced to introduce graphic language 

                  to blind and low vision children (Vasconcellos, 1992, 1993). 
The program design to introduce cartographic concepts to children have six phases with different materials 

produced for each one of them: 1.the tactile graphic language (memory game with tactile graphic variables 

as proposed by Bertin); 2.concept of scale, reduction and distance (activity using dolls, cars in several sizes 

and a classroom map); 3.point of view (graphic representation of objects in vertical and horizontal views, 

avoiding perspective which is too abstract for blind kids); 4.location and orientation (game Geographical 

Battle with coordinates and hemispheres); 5.map reading (the complete address of the school, from 

classroom to the universe); 6.map legend and the combination of all previous five steps (exercise of 

constructing a city using tactile/visual variables in a mat with sticky pieces). Finally, tactile maps as seen 

at the examples of materials, could be showed and read by the users. This program was tested and proved 



to be very effective with blind and low vision children and also older kids with small adaptations. Figure 5 

shows some examples of materials and tests being applied. 

RESULTS: Bertin’s maps to see are good to blind users! 

Bertin (1967, 1980) emphasized the difference between maps to SEE and maps to READ. Also Bonin 

(1975) made an effort to simplify Bertin’s semiology in a book called Initiation to Graphics (Graphique). 

In a matter of fact, those maps are better to blind and low vision users, to be seen by touch. What is good 

for conventional maps are not always right to the tactile format. Generalizations have to be greater, map 

details have to match the resolution of touch which is not as good as the resolution of vision. The idea of 

the collection of maps, suggested in Bertin (1980), solves the problem of information cluster which is very 

serious in tactile cartography and can make map reading almost impossible. 

The author proposed a set of guidelines directed to map design; production and use, which were defined 

after tests with 200 visually impaired children and adults, 80 school teachers also evaluated the 

methodology and the constructed materials, as show a few examples in Figures 5 (Vasconcellos, 1993). 

Some of the suggestions about map design (Vasconcellos, 1995 p.1759-1760) listed in the guidelines are: 

* it is advisable to create and use conventions as much as possible to facilitate graphic information 

reading; 

* the map key is very important for the visually impaired, they are experts in decoding a legend and it 

should be used even for drawings; 

* proper reduction and generalization are vital, also size and distance between signs are important because 

tactual perception has a different resolution and is not global, as the blind user must put together pieces of 

information to form the image; 

* enough relief and contrast together with the use of redundancy help in achieving better map design with 

the needed clarity. Accuracy and precision very often have a secondary role. Sometimes the solution is to 

make a collection of maps instead of trying to add too much information in a single map; 

* decisions about the tactile graphic language depend on the data and its nature, on the type of master, on 

the reproduction method and on the special needs and background of the visually impaired user. 

Regarding map use, there are some rules to be followed because of particular needs of the visually 

impaired persons. In general, more previous training will be necessary in all cases, because this user does 

not usually have access to the same amount of graphic representations as the sighted user, since an early 

age. However some existing problems, blind users can have an extremely good ability of decoding map 

keys because they are able to use both hands simultaneously, one on the key and the other on the map. 

It is very important to be able to classify all cartographic materials considering levels of complexity, 

previous experience and training. Each map has to be analyzed regarding its design, master construction 

technique and reproduction system to be grouped and ordered in terms of its actual use for better 

communication. Many times, one map can be suitable for a category of users and not for others, unless 

previous training and assistence during map use are provided. Culture may be a determinant factor 

regarding map design. 

The author’s proposal of graphic semiology applied to tactile cartography was an innovative study which 

brought very positive outcomes. In the last 15 years, this initiative have been expanded and a team of 

researchers have continued the work with tactile maps. It was presented in many ICA conferences from 

1991, in Bournemouth, UK. In the last 23 years, the work was published at national and international 

levels, many courses and workshops were given and several graduate students concluded their studies 

applying Bertin’s ideas, with special attention to school cartography and teaching materials directed to 

geography education (Sena & Carmo, 2005). Two of these doctoral students received the ICA Travel 

Award, and both based their work in Bertin’s Graphic Semiology, one was related to tactile cartography 

(Sena, 2002, 2005, 2008) and the other was about tourist maps design and production (Fiori, 2005, 2008), 

in this case, Bertin’s visual variables were studied having in mind tourist maps as seen in Figure 6. 



 
            Figure 6 - Bertin’s Visual Variables adapted by Fiori S. 
                              for Tourist Cartography (2005). 
As it has been highlighted, the influence of Bertin’s work at the University of São Paulo has been profound 

and, with no doubts, it is marked by relevant achievements. The Laboratory of Geography Education 

(LEMADI) at the University of São Paulo is today a reference center for tactile cartography with the 

involvement of faculty members, graduate and undergraduate students, and school teachers. 

Many national and international conferences were organized, several publications and research developed 

in cooperation with other countries such as Canada, Chile, Argentina. These results related to Tactile 

Cartography are just part of the Bertin’s Graphic Semiology influence in Brazilian Geography and 

Cartography. There are so many initiatives and so much been done in the areas of school cartography as 

well as maps and children, in terms of national and international meetings, publications, teaching and 

research as pointed out by Vasconcellos & Andersen (1995), Almeida,R.D. e Almeida,R.A. (2007, 2006). 

FINAL REMARKS: vision is looking at the future not forgetting the past 

The paper called attention to the potential of the tactile graphic language in school, work and everyday life 

because it has the power to connect the visually impaired to the audio visual, even virtual world of images 

(Vasconcellos, 2001, Almeida & Tsuji, 2005); it also promotes integration with independence, and 

facilitates communication in general. Special needs cartography is, however, more than maps for the 

visually or physically impaired user. It can and it should be extended to all population groups which need 

special maps or those who have to deal with different issues related to map production and use. People 

gather information mainly through sight, the ones with any kind or degree of visual impairment will 

depend on special cartographic materials and images. Many maps are still not available in formats which 

use other senses to perceive images, such as touch and sounds. 

New technologies have introduced great changes and improvements in the area of tactile map production 

and use. Tactile maps with Braille text have been produced and used in many countries. However, the 

resolution is low, map size has to be large and interpretation of shape is extremely difficult. Furthermore, 

only a minority of blind people read Braille. In the late 1980’s a tactile-audio system called Nomad was 

developed. This system combined touch and sound so that a tactile map, when touched, spoke the 

information under the finger. Much more information could now be placed on a tactile map and Braille 

was no longer required on the map. After research and improvements on NOMAD system, became 

available Tactile Graphics Designer or TGD. This new system allows the blind and visually impaired to 

draw their own maps and graphics using a combination of software and hardware, printer and embosser 

(Parkes, 1998). In terms of digital technologies there is an extensive list of new outcomes and possibilities, 

such as the ones described by Almeida & Tsuji (2005). 

Tactile maps can also help the blind user to navigate through space, inside buildings, and outside in nature. 

It is very important that we understand the best and most effective way to design, reproduce, and distribute 

tactile maps. All kinds of cartographic materials should become available for all senses and for an 

interactive way of use, to open up our world dominated by images to the ones with visual impairment. 

It is up to us to look for new pathways to continue Bertin’s work, applying graphic semiology in different 

formats and innovative ways, also using new media such as Internet and digital cartography. Still not fully 



studied some of Bertin’s contributions, such as matrix analysis applied in first grades through 

undergraduate classes, such a great method to organize data and to understand relationships, besides 

representing them in graphic/cartographic forms. It is needed good software to facilitate data management 

and visualization, followed by map construction and all kinds of presentation of results, even to depict a 

simple map legend. 

There are still some challenges in designing, reproducing and using special needs maps in our digital 

world. Maps and cartographic materials present, in some cases, many difficulties to the blind and low 

vision users. It is necessary to promote graphic literacy in all levels. Training the map user, investing in 

capacity building related to the map maker both cartographers and non specialists should be in the agenda 

for cartography. In any case, technology brings enormous opportunities for cartography and the integration 

of users with special needs to the main stream. Multisensory maps are realities nowadays, maps are 

everywhere in our lives, even at a distant Amazonian native community, they play an important role 

(Almeida, 2001, 2005). Vision is also being open to work with the past and the future, to look for new 

pathways. 
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